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Abstract: 
Background: The combination of modern technology and supply chain operations has significantly 
impacted the freight transportation industry, with electric vehicles (EVs) playing a crucial role in 
business operations. The increasing use of EVs and charging infrastructures for medium and heavy-
duty supply chain transport systems has led to the development of an intelligent charging 
management system (SCMS), which optimizes the charging of plug-in vehicles. This system also 
provides various grid services such as voltage control, frequency regulation, peak shaving, renewable 
energy integration support, spinning reserve, and demand response for auxiliary services. These 
functions rely on data from plug-in vehicles (PEVs), electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE), 
service providers, and utilities. However, SCMS faces challenges, particularly regarding cyber and 
physical threats, including man-in-the-middle attacks, data intrusion, denial of charging, and physical 
attacks, due to the interactions and interdependencies between cyber and physical components. While 
these threats present business challenges, they also create opportunities for researchers and 
practitioners to develop strategies and methodologies that drive enterprises towards operational 
excellence in EV-driven operations. This paper provides a reference map that outlines different 
interface types and categories of EVSE, reviews security and privacy threats associated with these 
interfaces and relevant components, and highlights security protection issues and solutions from 
recent academic literature.

Materials and Methods: This paper examines EVs’ security and privacy issues from a Cyber-Physical System 
(CPS) point of view in supply chain transportation. Given the high demand for EVs and the increasing number 
of deployed charging facilities, it is fundamentally necessary to guarantee the security and privacy of both 
vehicles and drivers [8]. Many literature contributions discuss solely technical aspects of the EV ecosystem 
without focusing on security issues. Other security-focused works study a single system component (e.g., the 
vehicle’s internal bus, the smart grid, or the communication protocols) without comprehensively analyzing the 
electric vehicle’s whole ecosystem. This paper provides a general overview of EV functioning, focusing on their 
core components to build the basic knowledge needed to analyze the possible threat vectors. For example, 
denial of service (DoS) and its effects on BMS: (i) prevent energy delivery, (ii) prevent information 
communication, and (iii) physically damage the battery. In addition, it also considers malicious code injection, 
spoofing (i.e., reporting false information to the driver), MitM (Man in the Middle) attacks for reporting false 
information, tampering (e.g., impairing the charging process), and eavesdropping (e.g., track the user) are the 
few notable vulnerabilities. The paper then discusses possible attacks, briefly presents countermeasures specific 
to EVs, and underlines the existing security solutions for fuel vehicles that are also effective in EVs. 
Results: This paper describes the background knowledge about EV operational ecosystems and reviews relevant 
literature on EV security. The paper also reviews different categories of EVSE-related cybersecurity and 
vulnerabilities related to a reference framework based on interface types: (i) vehicle-to-EVSE interfaces, (ii) EV 
owner access points, (iii) EVSE Internet Interface, and (v) EVSE Maintenance Interface, it includes wireless 
access (e.g., cellular, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth) and wired ports. In addition, this framework considers cloud services 
that interact with the EVSE through these interfaces. 
Conclusion: The paper discusses some countermeasures for EV ecosystem security-related recent research 
works for individual categories. Finally, the paper concludes with concluding remarks.
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Vulnerabilities; Security Solutions.
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I. Introduction 
The role of industrial supply chain management is to facilitate smooth operations and generate revenue 

by manufacturing products, adding value for providing various services, and selling products to consumers [16] 
[17] [18]. Common to all industrial sectors, supply chain operations must manage raw materials flowing from 
selective suppliers through value-adding processes and distribution channels to serve ultimate consumers. In 
order to provide an efficient level of service without producing an undue expenditure burden, all the business 
processes along the supply chain operations need to be in balance, and often, innovative technologies play 
essential roles. For example, electric vehicles (EVs) are the means of transporting products, services, and 
personnel that use electric power rather than the traditional transport systems that depend on fossil fuels. 
Moreover, fossil-fueled transportation is one of the significant causes of negative environmental impact due to 
greenhouse gas emissions out of its regular operation. The ongoing climate crisis demands green sources of 
alternatives to replace technologies with high environmental impact. In this way, EVs have been introduced as a 
sustainable green source of automobiles, where electric batteries are employed as a power source, and this 
modern transportation technology provides opportunities to achieve global sustainability objectives in supply 
chain operation [19].
   

Figure 1. Specific components of an electric vehicle operating environment
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During recent years, the number of people opting for the EV alternative increased to the point where 
the specific market share of new EV sales reached more than fifty percent in some countries (e.g., Iceland 
(55.6%) and Norway (82.7%) [3]. Moreover, with the expanding prevalence of electric vehicle use and the 
charging infrastructure in the passenger vehicle sector, EVs for medium and heavy-duty freight transport 
applications are also increasing [2]. Consequently, strategic planning for electric vehicle charging infrastructure 
deployment is essential globally. At the same time, the charging points in the United Kingdom (UK) and other 
countries within the European Union (EU) have increased phenomenally from 34,000 in 2014 to 250,000 in 
2020, and the European Commission initiated a target of one million charging stations by 2025 to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions in the environment [1]. Governmental agencies are laying a strategic framework in 
ushering in issues related to the 'Green Environment, ' and the adoption of EVs is expected to increase soon. 
Governments are incentivizing the adoption of EVs thanks to the deployment of a large number of Electric 
Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE) in public charging infrastructures [4] and planning to ban sales of fossil-
fueled vehicles [5]. Furthermore, technological advancement removes the current barriers to consumers’ 
adoption of EVs, providing extended driving range and uninterrupted charging facilities [6].

The increasing number of EVs demands a thorough analysis of the security of vehicles and the 
operational infrastructure [7]. Like traditional vehicles, EVs have many electronic control units (ECUs), sensors, 
and actuators that measure real-time process performances and control stimuli inside and outside the vehicle. At 
the same time, ECUs are running huge lines of embedded programming code. Individual ECUs control the 
automobile’s particular functionalities (e.g., brakes, lights), and these units intercommunicate using wire 
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connections. In this way, EV integrates components to govern the hardware and software-defined to manage 
electric (and sometimes in combination with hybrid energy sources) energy smartly. Some of these components 
are, for example, the Battery Management System (BMS) and the charging system. BMS helps store direct 
current (DC) as the energy source to drive an automobile unit, and it provides mechanisms to monitor individual 
batteries in the pack and measure each cell's voltage, current, and temperature. The BMS communicates with the 
human-machine interface on the dashboard to report the status of the battery system. All functional information 
of the BMS is communicated via microcomputers (e.g., Controller Area Network (CAN), Local Interconnected 
Network (LIN)) bus systems. CAN represents the primary network for cost-effective wiring, self-diagnosis, and 
error correction. Moreover, CAN has been designed to be a reliable solution, avoiding security and privacy-
related shortcomings.

This paper examines EVs’ security and privacy issues from a Cyber-Physical System (CPS) point of 
view in supply chain transportation. Given the high demand for EVs and the increasing number of deployed 
charging facilities, it is fundamentally necessary to guarantee the security and privacy of both vehicles and 
drivers [8]. Many literature contributions discuss solely technical aspects of the EV ecosystem without focusing 
on security issues. Other security-focused works study a single system component (e.g., the vehicle’s internal 
bus, the smart grid, or the communication protocols) without comprehensively analyzing the electric vehicle’s 
whole ecosystem. This paper provides a general overview of EV functioning, focusing on their core components 
to build the basic knowledge needed to analyze the possible threat vectors. For example, denial of service (DoS) 
and its effects on BMS: (i) prevent energy delivery, (ii) prevent information communication, and (iii) physically 
damage the battery. In addition, it also considers malicious code injection, spoofing (i.e., reporting false 
information to the driver), MitM (Man in the Middle) attacks for reporting false information, tampering (e.g., 
impairing the charging process), and eavesdropping (e.g., track the user) are the few notable vulnerabilities. The 
paper then discusses possible attacks, briefly presents countermeasures specific to EVs, and underlines the 
existing security solutions for fuel vehicles that are also effective in EVs.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the background knowledge about EV 
operational ecosystems and reviews relevant literature on EV security. The paper also reviews different 
categories of EVSE-related cybersecurity and vulnerabilities related to a reference framework based on interface 
types: (i) vehicle-to-EVSE interfaces, (ii) EV owner access points, (iii) EVSE Internet Interface, and (v) EVSE 
Maintenance Interface, it includes wireless access (e.g., cellular, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth) and wired ports. In addition, 
this framework considers cloud services that interact with the EVSE through these interfaces. The paper also 
discusses some countermeasures for EV ecosystem security-related recent research works for individual 
categories. Finally, the paper concludes with concluding remarks.

II. Background Information And Review Of Literature
Various technologies constitute the basis of the current EV ecosystem. In this ecosystem, the Internet 

of Things (IoT), radio frequency identification (RFID) technology, cloud computing, middleware, and wireless 
sensor networks (WSNs) are the few promising constituent components. Moreover, WANs can use nearfield 
communications among different low-power and multi-functioning objectives or connect operational data 
communication nodes in an ad-hoc manner. At the same time, the EV ecosystem consists of uniquely 
addressable sub-systems connected through communication protocols. Interoperability and technical standards 
are highly influential in the EV ecosystem, laying the groundwork for security management.

Table 1. Recent literatures on EV security related issues
Research Group Application Domain Critical Features
Ye et al. [13], 
University of 
Georgia, USA

Cyber-Physical System by 
Power Electronics in EVs.

Considered security-related attacks; however, they did not 
consider how these attacks may impact the other components 

of the EV and did not discuss the issues related to wireless 
power transfer.

Khalid et al. [10], 
Ford Motor 

Company, and 
USA universities

EV's battery management 
system highlights the lack 

of a cybersecurity 
standard to ensure 

security.

Presented an overview of the possible standardization 
framework that could be used to achieve the security 

assurance of the battery management system.

Chandwani et al. 
[11], Arizona State 
University, USA

The onboard charging 
system of EVs.

Highlighted an overview of the cybersecurity threats 
associated with the onboard charging system of EVs. 
However, their contribution did not consider how the 

security attacks can impact the other components of the EVs.
Acharya et al. [12],

New York 
University, USA 
and University of 
Zagreb, Croatia.

Different attacks inside 
the electric vehicle during 
communication with the 

power supplier.

Discussed how various security attacks can be conducted 
inside the EV and during communication with the power 
supplier. However, the researchers do not consider the 

specific components of the EVs, such as the battery 
management system.

Garofalaki et Review the Open Charge A review of OCPP and related security threats and 
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al.[14],
University of West 

Attica and other 
Universities.

Point Protocol (OCPP) 
and the related security 

threats.

vulnerabilities in the Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) ecosystem due 
to its adoption.

Babu et al. [15],
National Institute 
of Technology, 
AP, India, and 

other universities.

Analysis of payment and 
authentication protocols.

Analyzed the security of the main protocols proposed for the 
EV environment, focusing on the payment methods and the 

authentication mechanisms.

Various industrial research initiatives have been related to EV security issues in recent years. 
Schmittner and fellow researchers [9] reviewed the available standards, including EV systems designing and 
validation-related issues. A group of researchers highlighted an overview of the cybersecurity requirements for 
the automotive industry, and their work was focused on in-vehicle components [10]. The same research group 
discussed various technologies and security attacks that were not specific to EVs. Multiple researchers presented 
technical reviews of the EV ecosystem [10] [11]. However, none of them considered the security aspects in 
particular.

However, many academics and practitioners presented their experimental ideas and results, 
concentrating on specific security issues of EV-related components. For example, a research group [10] has their 
views on the EV’s battery management system, explicitly highlighting the lack of a cybersecurity standard to 
ensure its security and providing an overview of the possible standardization framework that could be used to 
achieve complete security assurance. The selected research works in some specialized categories are listed in a 
tabular format, as shown in Table 1, with a brief description of the research group, application area, and critical 
features.

In recent years, there have been various initiatives to review the risks within the EVSE operation 
environment. Based on these reviews, threat models, and the potential impacts of cyberattacks on EV charging, 
the research community has provided guidance on EV charging security requirements. It is worth mentioning 
that efforts to address security gaps have emerged out of the dedication of some of the research projects.

None of the available literature, as presented in Table 1, focuses on intertwining EVs' different cyber-
physical aspects. Unlike the above research, this paper focuses on the EVSE ecosystem, presents the leading 
security and privacy challenges, and then highlights some mitigative solutions.

III. Security Analysis Structure
Although increased studies have been reported to apply security protection approaches to traffic and 

EV transportation systems, only a few research address system architectures and the platform issues of heavy-
duty freight transport systems and their security. This paper reviews diverse types of EVSE cybersecurity and 
vulnerabilities based on a reference framework that relates to various interface categories already presented in 
the last part of section one.

Some research looked at the information exchange between the EV sensors, actuators, and controllers, 
and it has been allocated high priority for security protection deployment purposes. Generally, it is controlled by 
a suitable protocol, such as Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT). In addition to the used protocol, 
algorithms are built to manage the EVSE ecosystem’s information readings and processing procedures. In this 
way, different software engineering process models play an essential role in the designed systems for improving 
numerous factors, including the reliability and expandability of EVs. While implementations, topologies, and 
data exchanges differ between vendors and country-specific controlling authorities, many EVSE devices have 
some standard features and related protocols. In addition to these protocols, various service provisions are 
available in modern EVs. For example, cloud services provide music streaming services for the vehicle driver, 
connecting emergency services at times of need, web surfing and navigation facility, and telematics. 
Furthermore, assorted services are used for EV’s regular operations, including billing and private road toll-
charge.

EV Operation Interface Vulnerabilities and Mitigative Solutions: This category of interfaces 
covers any contact points between EVs and the EVSE ecosystem. For example, connectors (i.e., plugs or 
couplers) on EVs and battery charging stations come in categories that vary in power intake and 
intercommunication governing protocols [21]. Due to the global usage of EVs, various categories of couplers, 
communication protocols, and individual connectors or contact points exist. Scientific specifications are beyond 
the scope of this paper. However, the individual interface represents a communication capability that can 
exchange intentionally manipulated charging parameters or security breaching software (commonly known as 
malware) to the EVSE because current EVs (e.g., semi-autonomous, fully autonomous) vehicles provide a wide 
range of privacy-related attack vectors into the EV/EVSE ecosystem [20] [22]. These security attacks 
compromise EV operation systems and provide the attacker an initial entry point in the operating environment 
that could pivot to the EVSE device through different communication mechanisms (i.e., wired or wireless). In 
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addition, the connecting cable and intercommunication protocols may also open the door for the charging 
session to side-channel security breaches. Some of the recent research in EV-EVSE interfaces are described 
briefly in Table 2.

Table 2. Electric vehicle to EVSE interface vulnerabilities.
Reference Description of project and vulnerability

[32] A research group reported credential theft and privacy risks.
[30] A group of researchers published information on electric vehicle identification spoofing, power stealing, 

falsifying meter data, and preventing operations-related issues.
[39] K Rohde published a paper highlighting malware injection between electric vehicles and EVSE.
[31] Boa and fellow researchers described session hijacking, charging repudiation, MITM, DoS, and masquerading 

attacks.
[27] Baker and Martinovic presented the business case of eavesdropping on EV charging sessions with radiated side-

channel.
[29] Dudek and fellow researchers presented their V2G injector software, which can read and write coupler data. 

This allows the theft of network keys and data injection through replay or MIT attacks.
     

However, the global research community has presented various security breach mitigation-related 
experimental outcomes in recent years, including the remote sideband coupler data extraction description [27]. 
There are other countermeasures reported in the literature, and these included the introduction of chokes and 
electronic shielding methods to optimize data leakage, enhancing the essential distribution technique, and 
including new Single-Level Attenuation Characterization (SLAC) initialization step to well-equipped secure 
coupler communications in the event of public key infrastructure (PKI) system is absent. In another research 
work, researchers highlighted that coupler sessions need to be re-authenticated after disruptions of the attacks to 
minimize the side effects on the consumers [28].

EV Operator Interface Vulnerabilities and Mitigative Solutions: At a scientific conference, a 
researcher presented weak security-related issues in service transactions (e.g., billing practice) and RFID card 
data storage in the public charging ecosystem [33]. The same researcher also described how RFID cards could 
be cloned in a similar way that other credit or debit card owner accounts would be billed for charging sessions. 
Achim Friedland presented the same type of EVSE operator privacy and identification-related issues for RFID 
and smartphone-based application authorization purposes [34]. In addition, there have also been warnings about 
credit card skimmers on EVSE operational-related equipment [35]. Another research group reported on the 
vulnerabilities of iSO, and Android apps deployed to manage customer charging sessions and how reversed-
engineered cloud interfaces could be used [36]. In addition, the research group [38] highlighted various security 
vulnerabilities associated with EVSE firmware, online applications, and web portals. The group’s recommended 
suggestions include addressing issues with EVSE web servers and applications, for example, hard-coded 
credentials, Structured Query Language (SQL) injection, and programmed credentials for the user interfaces 
[38].

EVSE Internet Interface Vulnerabilities and Remedies: One essential issue related to EVSE 
equipment is the presence of vulnerable web service-based applications that can be accessed locally using a 
smartphone or computer. In addition, most EVSE ecosystem maintenance and configuration applications use 
Wi-Fi to connect to the appropriate service. Moreover, these service applications are protected by a security 
system; however, the firewall-based protection can be breached via the EVSE ecosystem. Some of the recent 
research findings are briefly presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Electric vehicle to EVSE interface vulnerabilities.
Reference Description of project and vulnerability

[26] A researcher highlighted vulnerability using an open configuration web service running on EVSE.
[33] Interception of RFID, credit card, and other near-field communication (NFC) data.
[36] Researchers were reported to have accessed configuration business data and files using insecure web servers, flat 

EVSE networking, and inappropriate authentication methods.
[37] A research report highlighted the issues related to unauthenticated application programming interfaces (APIs), 

insecure direct object API references, account hijacking, and insecure firmware update techniques.

In order to deploy secure EVSE internet interfaces, many academics and practitioners have suggested 
providing more robust encryption and TLS technologies. Researchers recommended end-to-end encryption to 
provisioning meter, service billing, and EV charging data confidentiality and integrity based on specific 
categories of encryptions (i.e., NISTIR 7628) and key management [41][42]. Other research works have been 
conducted in network-based security-related intrusion detection systems, security monitoring, and incident 
response planning [40] [41].
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EVSE Maintenance Interface Vulnerabilities and Mitigative Recommendations: Every EVSE 
device has its maintenance interface. The interfaces could be serial (e.g., RS232, serial over USB), Wireless 
connections (e.g., Wi-Fi), Ethernet (e.g., SSH, HTTP, Telnet), Bluetooth, or via the front panel/ screen. 
Cybersecurity researchers have reported various vulnerabilities in the hardware and software running on EVSE. 
It includes research issues associated with server login and password and unique identification tokens from users 
[33]. A research report highlighted multiple insecure coding practice experimental results [36].

The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) recommended various risk prevention measures 
to mitigate the vulnerabilities and secure physical and remote access to EVSE [43]. Additionally, it has been 
recommended that data be encrypted with 256-bit cipher suits, all external ports be removed, and tempter alarms 
be introduced [41].

IV. Research Gaps and Associated Vulnerabilities

             This section presents the research gaps and associated vulnerabilities of currently available technologies 
of various entities of SCMSs, such as PEVs, EVSEs, and smart meters. The research gaps and vulnerabilities 
identified by various research agencies' technical meetings on electric vehicle and charging station cybersecurity 
are as follows: (i) Currently available PEV and EVSE charging infrastructures are immature for cybersecurity 
best practices. Most PEV industries need to have security software and development methodologies and 
guidelines. Also, buyers of PEVs and EVSEs do not typically specify the cybersecurity-related protection 
requirements because of limited knowledge, (ii) the trust model for end-to-end communication is in an early 
stage of development, (iii) cybersecurity-related testing and assessment are not accessible to most of the PEVs 
and charging infrastructure industries, (iv) the guidelines and guidance on cybersecurity requirements for 
wireless charging infrastructures for light electric buses, and electric trucks are still in the testing and 
demonstration phase, and (v) commonly available EVSEs are still struggling with proper physical security 
guidelines and guidance. The unavailability of such guidance has already affected the consumer's confidence in 
PEVs. 

V. Conclusion 

The EVs and their applications in supply chain transportation are attracting attention from academics 
and practitioners, and the topic has been studied for the last few decades for multiple objectives (e.g., 
environmental sustainability, innovation in engineering design, mitigating green energy use, and affordability) 
research projects. Several research themes have been reported in the literature. These research themes propose 
and investigate different areas of EVs' real-world applications. The research results demonstrate the potential of 
using different categories of EVs to improve the performance of supply chain transportation systems. Most 
research applications, however, focus on modelling, system design (e.g., better batter performance, inbuilt 
embedded software system's security), and simulation experiments to mitigate greenhouse gas emission-related 
issues. Few real-world applications are developed by research and development (R & D) organizations. 
Researchers have paid significant attention to EV smart charging solutions worldwide to suitably meet the EVs' 
power source demands in recent years. Moreover, the increasing demand for EVs in the global market is 
challenging technology experts for better engineering design and smart charging technology, where the privacy 
and security of automobile owners are paramount.

In this paper, an overview of the components of an EV automobile has been discussed. It also provides 
the basic information needed to understand how in-vehicle communication networks work and which devices 
need to communicate with one another. The security and privacy-related issues of in-vehicle communications 
and those related to the charging infrastructure are discussed in this paper. The paper also discussed how 
different security attacks might influence the EV ecosystem, and then the paper presented some 
countermeasures for EV ecosystem security-related research works. In general, the design, implementation, and 
application of EV driving experience and security-related issues in traffic and transportation are still immature 
and need further study. Integrating new technologies, such as blockchain and mobile software agent 
technologies, should be considered to enhance EV application systems' flexibility and mitigate uncertainty in 
supply chain transport operations.
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